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By letter dated January 18th, correspondent noted _ 

his mental condition at 11:15 a.m. and that the weather was fair. < 

He proceeded to offer his observations on the assassination of . +.) -". 

former President Kennedy. He believed investigation should be-~". — 
conducted in the neighborhood of the assassination, Jack Ruby's -.:---°-/  -+ 

place of business, and Lee Oswald's residence to determine if ~~ 

high-frequency electronics were present in those areas and near Un 

Poy ah FO, Kennedy that would have directed the activities of Oswaldand -.°- MTR 

oe . ™ Ruby. Konoloff noted he had written a letter to Vincent Price, ~ eo 

*. » the actor, partly in Egyptian while he was in an apartment behind = an 

* a mortuary. . 7 | Te eats 

    

   
   

     

    

     

INFORMATION IN BUFILES: 
  

a . oe Bufiles contain no record of correspondent. ” “ 
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a In view of the incoherent and rambling nature of ” 

he TO his letter, it should not be acknowledged. 
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